Mycoplasma
The Pathogen That Will Kill You without Your Knowledge!
Part 3
A while back there was a report that 90% of the employees of Tysons Meat processing
plant in Waterloo, IA had been tagged as having Covid-19. Tyson Foods fired seven
plant management employees after an independent investigation into claims that
leaders at the company bet on how many workers would become infected with COVID19, the company reported. The allegations against managers at the Waterloo, Iowa,
plant were part of a lawsuit filed by the son of an employee who died of the coronavirus
in April. Tyson Foods stated:
"We value our people and expect everyone on the team, especially our leaders, to
operate with integrity and care in everything we do," Tyson Foods President and CEO
Dean Banks said in a statement. "The behaviors exhibited by these individuals do not
represent the Tyson core values, which is why we took immediate and appropriate
action to get to the truth. Now that the investigation has concluded, we are taking action
based on the findings."
The lawsuit, filed in early November, alleges that the plant manager of the Waterloo
facility "organized a cash buy-in, winner-take-all betting pool for supervisors and
managers to wager how many employees would test positive for COVID-19."
The suit further claims that supervisors were directed to "ignore symptoms of COVID19," and workers were encouraged to come to work even if they showed symptoms of
the virus. The suit also alleges the company failed to provide adequate personal
protective equipment (PPE) and didn't implement proper social distancing measures.
CBS News previously reported that Tyson has denied many of the lawsuit's claims.
When asked about the lawsuit on Wednesday, a spokesperson said the company is
"saddened by the loss of any Tyson team member and sympathize with their families.
Our top priority is the health and safety of our workers and we've implemented a host of
protective measures at our facilities that meet or exceed CDC and OSHA guidance for
preventing COVID-19."
Tyson said it suspended the managers accused of wagering on COVID tests days after
the lawsuit was filed, and hired former Attorney General Eric Holder to conduct an
independent review of the claims.
This is not the only time the plant has faced controversy over its handling of COVID-19.
In April, The Associated Press reported that local lawmakers were urging the plant to
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close, warning that the rapid transmission of the virus among workers was dangerous
both to employees and to the community. At the same time, meat plants around the
country were emerging as hot spots of the virus.
Tyson temporarily closed the plant on April 22, and invited its 2,800 employees to get
tested at the facility, CBS affiliate KCCI-TV reported. The company reopened two weeks
later — and at that time, officials said more than 1,000 Tyson workers had been
infected, according to AP.
You may recall several months ago of quite a number of reports of meat plants across
the country being shut down due to the epidemic of the alleged Covid infections.
President Trump signed an order to keep the meat plants working during shut downs
over Covid and I was attempting to see where the 5G connection was involved in this
picture. There is a connection but not the way I would have thought. I began a review
of the literature again on the Mycoplasma data. Then the lights went on. I remember
that the U.S. military weaponized Mycoplasma, of which there are over 200 types of it.

Three types of Brucella Mycoplasma focused on three specific agents. They were
particularly adaptable for making bioweapons from the bacteria. This slide provides us
a starting point link in this mystery.
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As the slide notes, the Brucellosis Mycoplasma survived well in aerosols and resists
drying. The U.S. military biowarfare program supposedly ended in 1974 when the
program ended. There is an abundance of external evidence that the program became
a covert program and as I have noted in parts 1 & 2 of this series, there was a high
degree of secrecy cloaking the Brucella Mycoplasma.
Brucella melitensis was discovered by a British doctor and microbiologist, Sir David
Bruce back
are transmitted to man causing “brucellosis‟.

We know the U.S. weaponized the Brucella Suis, known to cause disease in pigs. It
was favored by biowarfare researchers for its ability to survive well in aerosol form and it
had resistance to drying. We are beginning to see a pattern here if you can follow along
with where I am going. Likewise, China was using pigs as well in its bioweapons
program.
Who is at Risk for Brucella Mycoplasma
It is considered an Occupational Disease for
cattle ranchers, dairy farmers, veterinarians, abattoir workers, meat inspectors, lab
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workers, hunters; travelers; and consumers of unpasteurized dairy products and
slaughterhouses/meat processing plants.
Transmission: There are three methods of transmission:
1. Ingestion – unpasteurized milk or dairy products, Ingestion is most common method
of transmission,
Inhalation – breathing in the aerosolized organism lab workers are at high risk.
3. Inoculation/Wound contamination – high risk occupations include hunters,
slaughterhouse workers, meat packing plant workers and veterinarians.

The meat plant workers symptoms were being falsely called Covid19, but were nothing
more than Brucellosis Mycoplasma. Covid-19 does not exist and never proven to exist
as I share further down in this report. No government health agency has confirmed its
existence through the Koch Postulates testing. CDC, NIAID, and the WHO lied!
Keep fresh in your memory Mycoplasma is the smallest bacteria known to man. It is
visible only under high microscope magnification. Since many physicians, labs, and
health care workers are for the most part, are either unaware of its existence or are not
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looking for it during the diagnostic process.
pathogen at magnification of 80,000X power.

On the next page is a picture of this

Without going into all the data, we can safely assume that Brucellosis Mycoplasma has
long ago entered the animal food chain through inhalation by the years of chem-trailing
the skies over North America and Europe. Below is a link to a video in which the
researcher is talking as he shows a Petri dish the Mycoplasma moving about in the cells
when wireless energy from a public utility “smart” meter causes the Mycoplasma to
attack the cellular structure. I had seen the video once before but months before I
learned what I now know about Mycoplasma.
The mention of Mycoplasma damaging the cell structure begins at the 28-minute point.
Utility “Smart” meters on residences function in the 3-7 GHz range. Months ago I
viewed a similar video in which a “smart” phone did very much the same kind of attack
on the cell structure of an individual. In that particular case, a honey bee was placed
inside a wired strainer with a cell phone turned-on. Within 2-minutes the bee died.
https://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=119957
The next two slides note the points of entry to the human body and the various animals
that are carriers of the Brucella Mycoplasma and specific occupational hazards where
one can contact the bacteria.
The slides used here for illustration purposes are from a Medical university presentation
on Mycoplasma. What I learned from viewing the entire presentation of over 100 slides,
there is no cure for Mycoplasma. This is most important, and antibiotics are ineffective.
Various treatments have been tried but with little to no remediation. Do not lose sight of
this important fact as I continue with this article.
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In part 2 of this series, I stated that “5G and Mycoplasma is the perfect Silent
Weapon for a Quiet War.” You have no idea of the lethality potential here. Think
of Extinction Level terms! “Wireless 5G EMF through Electroporation will
activate the existing pathogen Mycoplasma”. With what I have discovered in the
U.S. military bioweapons program selecting Brucella Suis out from other genus the one
that causes infection in pigs, I believe the particular pathogen here is the Brucella Suis.
For years I have heard scientists say we should never eat pork products but never why
so, but now I know Mycoplasma is the reason.
To further refine this statement above, it should read: “Wireless 5G EMF through
Electroporation will activate the existing pathogen of Brucella Suis Mycoplasma”.
This largely unknown pathogenic bacterium has been sprayed upon the continents of
the U.S. and Europe, contaminating all life form, the fields, crops, and vegetation, for at
least two decades, and closer to upwards of three decade. It has been inhaled and
ingested, by unsuspecting humans, livestock, and pets. In my research of Dr. Garth
Nichols work, we learned that the U.S. biowarfare program created two versions of the
Brucella Suis Mycoplasma, one that debilitated and weakened people; the second was
to kill them out right. Dr. Garth Nichols believes that it was sprayed during the Gulf
Wars in Iraq. Furthermore, he has stated that it is in his opinion the cause of the Gulf
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War Syndrome. Today, many researchers contend the first version is the cause of all
the illnesses we have today. Meaning we have been sprayed by the version that leads
to debilitating health problems over an extended period of time or latency.

If you believe that our government biowarfare program was suspended in 1974, you are
grossly naïve or deceived. It was Dr. Anthony Fauci who violated the order not to
pursue “Gain of Function” (increase its lethality and harm). One should be asking why
Dr. Fauci was messing around with increasing the virility of a poison, unless he had
plans for its dispersion. He paid the Chinese Communist Party a total of $7.4 million in
U.S. taxpayer money, and violated an Obama directive to shut down the program in
2013. President Trump eventually cut funding to the program. Dr. Fauci was being
protected from prosecution by higher ups in the government. Clint Richardson,
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producer of “Lethal Injection 2” says that Dr. Fauci is a criminal. He states that the
alleged Covid-19 is actually a bioweapon, and that it can be released with enough viral
“gain of function” to wipe out most of the world’s population. Dr. Fauci patented the
SARS-cov2 virus in 2003, and that Covid-19 is part of that family of pathogens. Clint
Richardson is a cancer survivor and has spent 30 years researching the world of
viruses.

The U.S. Army’s labs at Fort Detrick, MD worked with other university biochemical
research facilities around the country as well as abroad, so there is no way that the
military biochemical and biological work was completely stopped. As the slide shows
below, there is no cure or vaccine for Brucella Mycoplasma. Covid-19 is a man-made
bioweapon, and this has been confirmed by scientists from around the world over the
past year of 2020.
There is a growing body of evidence that ties together why 90% of Tyson Foods meat
processing workers at plants in IA and elsewhere were shut down. As the slides above
shows Brucellosis Mycoplasma is an occupational hazard. Local health clinics errantly
mislabeled Covid-19, by intent or by omission.
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It is my view that this is all part of the global “Depopulation” agenda to reduce the
world’s population. We are all being poisoned as part of a global “Depopulation”
program that was agreed upon at the Rio Earth Summit in 1992 as part of Agenda 21
and Agenda 2030. 5G wireless EMF plays a huge part in the larger plan as we know
5G and wireless communications in general has confirmed what wireless electrical
energy does to the human DNA. I have written 13 articles on the “Depopulation”
agenda that goes back to 1968 and the UN organization “The Club of Rome.” The
evidence would fill several large books. Dr. Len Horowitz did an expose on the
HIV/AIDS scam of the 1980s in his huge book ‘Emerging Viruses: AIDS And Ebola :
Nature, Accident or Intentional?’

As recent as November, 2020, the Wyoming health professional Dr. Igor Sherman,
himself a former bioweapons specialist in the former Soviet Union has stated that
Covid-19 is a bioweapon. Do not discount this point in this stampede to get people to
take any of the various vaccines being offered, it’s not likely holding any benefit of any
kind whatsoever! All vaccines show a cumulative effect, meaning that the more
vaccines one receives the greater harm to their natural God-given immune systems.
The vaccine will contain the mRNA, an experimental vaccine, never used before on
people let alone animal test trials. Since very few people have any knowledge of the
Brucellosis Mycoplasma, it just might be hidden in the ingredients used for the Covid-19
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vaccine. Remember, the U.S. military bioweapons experts in the 1950s created two
versions, a mild one that caused debilitation among its victims, and a more lethal one
created to kill the victims. Just a week or two ago, Australia cancelled its Covid-19
vaccine after samples showed elements of the HIV:AIDS in the vaccine!

There is no way to tell what is in any of the vaccines, and experts are advising against
anyone taking a vaccine. We would expect those with evil intent to take measures to
make sure that side effects or serious health issues might not be immediate, even timed
latency for a future time, such as with a second dose, or when other health issues
actuate the Brucellosis Mycoplasma that all of us have as a result of years of aerosol
spraying. All of us have ingested it or inhaled it since the 1990s and so anyone is at risk
of unforeseen effects.
Look around you, what do you see? Airlines mandating you receive a vaccine before
flying, sport stadiums telling you that an Immunity Passport will be needed to attend
events, countries like Israel and the nations of Europe using Green, Yellow and Red
restricted zones. All this for a virus with a 99%+ recovery rate! Suspicious does not
begin to describe the entire plandemic agenda. What is happening all around you right
now is the prophesied New World Order foretold in the book of Revelation. At the very
least, these mRNA vaccines have already caused 3,150 adverse reactions in the first
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week of its distribution, and undoubtedly those numbers are going to skyrocket. But
consider, real pandemics don't rely on faulty prediction models, biased reporting,
politicized science, exaggerated mortality rates, and inflated death statistics. This
scamdemic, a combination of the words scam and pandemic defines the mainstream
media's orchestration in creating a Covid-19 hysteria. There is a more sinister agenda
afoot than society may realize! Those whom fell victim to the alleged Covid-19 are all
reported to have died of Hypoxia, a lack of oxygen. ER doctors reported the victims
were blue in the face, a definitive symptom of lack of oxygen!
I have been compiling data, reports, videos, interview’s with ER doctors, physicians,
nursing staff, scientists, which now number in the many hundreds of reports, going back
to the world military games in Wuhan China of October, 2019, when military athletes in
the peak of health became sick and ill during the world military games.

Growing List of Assassinations of COVID-19 Researchers
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The recent death of the Russian scientist, Alexander ‘Sasha’ Kagansky, adds to
the growing list of people engaged in coronavirus research dropping dead in
mysterious circumstances.
Alexander Kagansky was working on a COVID-19 vaccine before allegedly being
stabbed and thrown from the window of his 14th floor flat.
Below, five more cases of people who were involved in COVID-19 research or closely
related to the events since the pandemic, and have either been killed or found dead in
mysterious circumstances:

2. Canadian Scientist Frank Plummer

Frank Plummer – Canadian Scientist Key To Coronavirus Investigation Assassinated In
Africa
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In early February, renowned scientist Frank Plummer who received Saudi SARS
Coronavirus sample and was working on Coronavirus (HIV) vaccine in the Winnipeg
based Canadian lab was assassinated in Kenya soon after it was revealed in
GreatGameIndia investigation that Frank Plummer was the key to the Chinese
Biological Espionage case at Winnipeg’s National Microbiology Laboratory.
It was from this Canadian lab that coronavirus was smuggled by Chinese Biowarfare
agents and weaponized in Wuhan.
3. Professor Bing Liu, University of Pittsburgh

In May, Professor Bing Liu of the University of Pittsburgh, who was on the verge of a
breakthrough in scientific understanding of the new coronavirus, was shot dead.
He was found in his townhouse with gunshot wounds to the head, neck, torso and
extremities.
“Bing was on the verge of making very significant findings toward understanding the
cellular mechanisms that underlie SARS-CoV-2 infection and the cellular basis of the
following complications,” his colleagues at the university’s Department of Computational
and Systems Biology said in a statement.
4. Gita Ramjee, an HIV scientist
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Gita Ramjee, an HIV scientist died of Coronavirus when she was in London to deliver a
lecture in March. On her return to South Africa she felt unwell and was hospitalised.
Her specialisation in HIV prevention and treatment research led her to lead the
expansion of phase I through phase III HIV prevention and treatment clinical trials in the
greater Durban area as the Clinical Trials Unit Principal Investigator.
5. WHO driver carrying Coronavirus samples shot dead

A WHO driver carrying Coronavirus samples was shot dead in Myanmar, in May. The
World Health Organization (WHO) vehicle carrying coronavirus test samples came
under attack, leaving the driver dead and a government official seriously injured.
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Pyae Sone Win Maung was driving a well-marked United Nations vehicle when it was
hit by gunfire in Rakhine State.
6. Vaccine Whistleblower Brandy Vaughan

Vaccine whistleblower Brandy Vaughan, a former sales executive for the
pharmaceutical company Merck and the founder of LearnTheRisk.org, a website
dedicated to educating people on the risks associated with vaccines, was found dead in
her home beside her nine-year-old son on December 8.
On Monday, the Santa Barbara County Sheriff’s Office announced an investigation into
the circumstances surrounding her death.
Also read about the: 60+ Holistic Doctors Killed or Found Dead in Mysterious
Circumstances in Just Over a Year
Person of Interest in Coronavirus Investigation. There are also those researchers of
interest who could be investigated for their shady role in manufacturing the worldwide
pandemic of fear. Below we highlight a couple of them who are key to Coronavirus
investigation.
The President of EcoHealth Alliance, Peter Daszak is the one who orchestrated the
myth that COVID-19 is natural in origin.
Emails obtained by U.S. Right to Know show that a statement in The Lancet authored
by 27 prominent public health scientists condemning “conspiracy theories suggesting
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that COVID-19 does not have a natural origin” was organized by employees of
EcoHealth Alliance.

EcoHealth Alliance interestingly is the same non-profit group that received millions of
dollars of U.S. taxpayer funding to genetically manipulate coronaviruses with scientists
at the Wuhan Institute of Virology.

Dutch Virologist Ron Fouchier
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Dutch Virologist Ron Fouchier is a controversial figure in the field of Viroscience. He
created world’s deadliest virus strain and his research sparked a global controversy to
de-fund and shutdown such experiments.
Experts have raised concerns legally that such experiments could not only lead to a
global pandemic but could also lead to bio-terrorism.
However, Ron Fouchier is also a key to the COVID-19 investigation. He isolated the
SARS Coronavirus smuggled out of Saudi Arabia which was sent to the Canadian
scientist Frank Plummer, who ended up dead a week after GreatGameIndia‘s report
was published.
I have come across a web site devoted to debunking the element of 5G behind the
alleged Covid-19, but they overlook or discuss some very essential factors in the larger
picture. I have connected a number of dots with the science and here is the elements of
the big picture as I have studied this:



 25-years of Chemtrail Aerosol Spraying
 Poisoning the Land, Livestock, Pets, and People
 Inhaled and Ingested from Meat, Food, and Crops Sprayed
 Brucellosis Suis Mycoplasma found in Chemtrail Samples
 A Latency for Lethality (debilitation to death - days to years)
 5G Electroporation Wireless Energy Penetrating Human Pores
Activating the Brucellosis Mycoplasma Decomposition of Cell Structure.

Clint Richards of “Red Pill Sunday School” says these viruses are not natural, meaning
they are not found in nature anywhere, which confirms they are man-made laboratory
produced bioweapons. Clint Richards is a 30-year cancer survivor and has studied the
subject of diseases and states Covid is a bioweapon. Clint Richards has studied what
are the documents/conference minutes of Dr. Fauci and his colleagues in what they are
doing. Clint stated the documents are boring as hell but they reveal exactly what they
are doing. This additional bit of information below should be further evidence that the
world is being pushed into a global psyop fraud.
It’s confirmed: The pandemic is driven by the faulty PCR tests, just like Pfizer’s exChief Science Officer, Dr. Michael Yeadon, told us months ago. “Almost all” of the tests
for Covid-19 are producing false positives, Dr. Yeadon warns.
Today we learn that 22 highly renowned scientists conclude that the PCR test produces
97% false positives.
So out of all of the Covid patients we’ve ever seen, 97% never had Covid. STOP PCR
TESTING NOW!
The study is available here and here.
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6988269/

Review report Corman-Drosten et al. Eurosurveillance 2020
22 Highly Renowned Scientists: Out of All of the Covid Patients We’ve Identified With the
PCR Test, 97% Never Had Covid
The NCBI database for nucleotide sequences has led to a stunning discovery.
One of the WHO primer sequences in the PCR test for SARS-CoV-2 is found in all
human DNA!
The sequence “CTCCCTTTGTTGTGTTGT” is an 18-character primer sequence
found in the WHO coronavirus PCR testing protocol document. The primer
sequences are what get amplified by the PCR process in order to be detected and
designated a “positive” test result. It just so happens that this exact same 18character sequence, verbatim, is also found on Homo sapiens chromosome 8!
As far as I can tell, this means that the WHO test kits should find a positive result
in all humans. Can anyone explain this otherwise?

Mycoplasma at 80,000 x magnification.
In my bullet point summary on page 16 of Brucellosis Suis Mycoplasma I will explain
this in as basic a way the reader can easily understand. We have been sprayed with
chemtrails for at least 25+ years. (see pictures below). Analysis of the chemtrails have
proved they contained a toxic soup of chemicals and biological agents. They have
found a toxic brew that includes toxic heavy metals including aluminum barium,
chromium, cadmium and nickel, and other pollutants like mycoplasma mold spores,
mycotoxins, polymer fibers, and ethylene dibromide. These toxins are absorbed through
the skin, inhaled, ingested from contaminated water, and foods. Once inside the human
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body, they will lay dormant for months or years. This is a very innocuous or what
seems to be harmless bacteria to most of the scientific community. But it is anything
but harmless, it was weaponized by the U.S. Army in 1950s and kept classified as Top
Secret for decades.

The Brucellosis Suis Mycoplasma once inhaled or ingested into the body lays
dormant for years, even decades. It has no cell structure of its own, and requires a host
cell to live on. During this hibernation or dormant state, it is watching and waiting.
There are four specific things that it is monitoring during this dormant stage:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Body liquid pH
Blood-oxygen level
Immune system
Stressors

As we get older and our body wears down, cell structure damage begins to occur. This
cell structure damage sends out chemical and biological messages that are picked-up in
these four things in the body and the Brucellosis Suis Mycoplasma is activated and
goes to work consuming dying cells, and moves on to consuming healthy cells. There
is a growing body of scientists who believe the Brucellosis Suis Mycoplasma causes
cancer and many of the modern diseases that were not common a hundred years ago.
The last two bullet points relative to wireless EMF energy of 5G goes unnoticed
because of its being invisible. This wireless energy can be beamed into your sweat
glands like a ray gun. At specific Gigahertz levels, some of the damage that occurs is
listed in the illustration below.
This damage results in the Brucellosis Suis
Mycoplasma beginning its destruction and ultimate death.

What I have not been able to determine is precisely when this information was
recognized as the perfect weapon by the globalists in their plan to seek “Silent
Weapons for Quiet Wars.” This document was discovered inside an IBM copier
purchased for parts at a government-surplus sale by an employee of Boeing Aircraft
who gave the document to someone knowledgeable of the globalist group known as the
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Club of Rome, and later published after 1988. The person possessing the forgotten
document inside the scrap copier never copyrighted the document and so it only
became available in 2000. The belief is that it was a presentation for the globalist
Bilderberg Group. The leaders of the world have been fixated on Depopulation since
Paul Ehrlich wrote his book, ‘The Population Bomb’ in 1968.
5G was rolled out last September, 2019 around the world. It is unknown whether the
cruise industry was a victim of collateral damage since most of the 320 cruise ships
were retrofitted with 5G satellite antenna during the summer of 2019. I doubt seriously
whether the cruise ship operators knew of the risk that 5G EMF wireless technology
brings to its cruise passengers. The military knew as far back as the 1950s of the
health risks and damage that wireless communication could inflict on life. 5G was
developed as a weapons system decades before it became the rave of cellular and WiFi in the past couple years. 5G was rolled out as the U.S. Army ADS or Active Denial
System in 2010. The active denial system is a non-lethal, directed-energy, counterpersonnel weapon system owned by the U.S. military. It consists of a gyrotron, which
generates and focuses a high-energy millimeter-wave radio frequency beam (a type of
electromagnetic radiation) onto a specific target.

However, what the U.S. military does not reveal in what it says about the ADS system is
that has the potential to deliver a lethal dose of 5G wireless EMF. By “modulating” the
controls it is able to deliver an energy beam in excess of 95 GHz noted in the illustration
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on the previous page. It is a proven medical fact that a beam at 60 GHz energy will
absorb 98% of the oxygen in a person’s lungs, resulting in instant death. So, do not be
deceived about the military claim that ADS is non-lethal! It is a killing device!
Back to the 5G energy generated, it uses a narrow-band beam that can be beamed
directly into the open pores of the human skin, activating the Brucellosis Suis
Mycoplasma. The energy level beamed at humans determines whether death is a
slow process or instantly.
I have written at least five articles on 5G as the death knell of the cruise ship industry,
and more than seventy articles on toxic 5G wireless EMF. This is the third article on the
mysterious bacterium Mycoplasma that has been shrouded in military secrecy since the
1950s. Looking at my summary points on page 18, each in of itself might not seem as
serious as they are. It’s not until you look at the “Big Picture” when you recognize what
we are facing. Dr. Martin Pall, retired chairman emeritis of Biochemistry and Medical
Science at the University of Washington, calls it an “Extinction Level Event!” Dr. Barry
Trower who was the head of the UK Radar program for more than two decades, said, “If
you have daughters forget about having granddaughters!”
Part 4 of this series will contain a lengthy list of military bioweapons activities going back
decades. It is huge but I will post it as documented evidence of what our military has
done in my lifetime.
Part 5 will focus on what I have learned (despite there is no cure) to help mitigate
against Mycoplasma and wireless energy. As I have previously stated, I have
Lymphedema-Lymphorrhea, which began a week after having Wi-Fi installed in 2010.
A major University Hospital doctors could not even diagnose my problem then and
subsequently discharged me from the hospital. As recent as five years ago, intensive
research yielded the answer, there is no known cause and no known cure. My research
of a few thousand hours on the Internet, and reading more than a dozen medical books,
I have put together an affordable and effective therapy plan that has kept me alive so far
and seems to be working well for me. The Lymphorrhea issue has greatly diminished
and is less severe than what I have dealt with in the past eight years.
This is bigger than all of us and you should not take this as something minor!
Blessings,
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com
www.pastorbobreid.com
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22
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